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How your PhD can make a substantial and

original contribution to scholarly knowledge 



Objective … the substantial contribution 
This presentation aids you to meet the core requirement needed to 
pass a doctoral examination, as stated by most universities.

“The Ph.D. ... represent a substantial contribution to the advancement of 
knowledge in a field of scholarship” (Yale University, 2016). 

“The thesis made a significant and substantial contribution in the 
particular field of learning” (Oxford University, 2016).

“The PhD … thesis, which is regarded by the examiners as a 
substantially original contribution to the knowledge of the subject 
concerned” (Sydney University, 2016).



Defining ‘substantial’ and ‘original’

Most post-secondary institutions do not offer a detailed definition of these terms.

Three sources may aid you to define the details of this requirement:

1. The advice of your supervisors and faculty academics who have taught in your 
field at your institution in recent years.

2.   Consult multiple theses that have been passed by examinations committees at 
your institution in the past decade. Focus on those in your field (e.g. sociology) and 
closely related fields (e.g. social policy).

3.    Read all official guidelines published by your institution, such as regulations that 
govern the examination of doctoral theses/dissertations.

Clarify ambiguities in writing with Faculty and administration (e.g. an Associate Dean) 



A PhD is a solo 
piece of work

     

10 ways to make a substantial and 
original contribution to knowledge:

1.     An original research question

2. Synthesise the literature

3. Be critical of the literature

4.     Demonstrate a gap in the literature

5. Advance the literature

6. Offer a fresh historical review

7. Collect original data

8. Data analysis

9.     Create an inventive thesis structure

10. Publish your findings

Always be EXPLICIT about what 
contributions are yours and the 
contributions that were made by others.



A few important comments about

The 10 points listed on the previous slide………….

Some of these points are 
interconnected and are shown as 
separate points to distinguish between 
subtle differences. For example, to 
advance the literature, you must identify 
the gap in the literature.

It is usually not mandatory to achieve all 
10 outcomes in order to make a 
substantial and original contribution.

 

The 10 points discussed in this presentation are a good starting point to become 
clear about how your thesis research can offer a substantial and original 
contribution to scholarly (‘epistemological’) knowledge.

Points 1 to 10 do not occur as a linear 
process. You may fine-tune your 
research question over the years.



Your choice of research question is a contribution
 
Your research scope and objectives must offer an original contribution to knowledge.

To impress your supervisor, examiners and audience, you should make the following 
claims, using language that is explicit rather than implicit:

● That your study is interesting, i.e. it is of interest to humanity and not just yourself;

● It makes a contribution to knowledge that is important and state why this is so.

You must outline these details in the opening sections of your introduction chapter.



Your original research question (continued) ….

Write in the first voice
 
Writing in the first voice, e.g., “I argue” is one way that you can be be explicit that you are 
making an original contribution to knowledge.

For example “I argue that my analysis of this evidence is original, as no prior study 
explores the same time, space and institutional bounds of this study … Filling this gap in 
the literature is important because … ”

Using the word “I” does not necessarily mean you making a substantially original 
contribution to knowledge, if you are merely confirming that you agree with others.

For example, “I agree with Einstein that E=MC2” is obviously not a contribution to 
knowledge, per se.



You must SYNTHESISE the corpus of relevant literature in a fresh way. 
The choices of literature that you contextualise is a contribution. You 
must engage with the classic literature and contemporary works.

Camara Phyllis Jones
Confronting Institutionalized 

Racism (1960)

Edward Said Seyla Benhabib
Orientalism (1979) Dignity in adversity: Human 

rights in troubled times  (2013)

Will Kymlicka
 Multiculturalism (2012)

You may tell the reader how you do this in your introduction chapters and data analysis 
chapters. Your literature review chapter is a good place to offer the most extended discussion. 
The unique order in which you synthesise your discussion is a contribution to the field. Directly 
tell your audience how your thesis fills gap in the literature as it pursues its unique objectives.



Be critical of the literature, especially in your literature 
review chapter.
 
It is paramount that you are critical of the literature as a doctoral scholar.

Being critical of the literature does not mean rejecting it or finding flaws in it.

However, these two traits are common ways to critique the literature.

You can be critical of the literature by offering a vigorous defence of its accuracy.

If you are going to ‘attack’ the work of other theorists, especially those who are well 
established within a field (e.g. Foucault) I urge you to be thorough. Read all of the original 
works multiple times, consult with others and re-evaluate your critique over time.

If you are careless with your critique, a ‘fatal flaw’ may run throughout your entire thesis.



Demonstrate that a gap exists in the literature 
You need to convince the reader that a gap exists in the literature. The most common 

gaps, which your research may fill are:

1. No prior study examines the problems you explore. You can demarcate your 

scope by imposing limiting parameters on your scope such as time (e.g. 20th 

Century), place and institutions (e.g. a study of Irish public hospitals).

2.    The conceptual literature has gaps and/or flaws that you aim to identify and 

      possibly correct. This type of analysis is more likely to have universal applications.



Advance the literature 

Some examiners do not expect you to create an abstract theory that has universal 

applications such as Foucault’s Theory of Sexuality. 

It is normally sufficient to advance the literature by focusing on how you fill the gap 

insofar as it relates to the narrow bounds of your study. You should consult with 

your supervisor to confirm the expectations your institution has about research 

generalisability.



        Offer a fresh historical account 

Some theses have a historical context chapter. Others incorporate their historical analysis 
elsewhere, such as within the introduction chapter.

It is often acceptable to offer an orthodox historical account of the relevant facts and 
background if you are not writing as a historian and these facts are not widely contested.

Consider offering a fresh historical account of at least some of the facts. Do not become 
sidetracked and overdo this if you are not a history scholar.

Be explicit about what parts of your discussion are original and offer a rigorous defence of 
why you hold these views (e.g. cite evidence) and conceptualise your discussion.

Your examiners are constantly looking for evidence that you are offering an original 
contribution to knowledge. You should take this opportunity in all cases where possible.



How you collect data may distinguish your 
work as substantially original

Explicitly inform others what data is original. You 
must reassure the reader that your data has 
excellent quality controls (e.g. representative 
sampling) and that you have invested a great deal 
of effort to obtain a ‘rich’ data set.

Your methodological design must match your 
unique research question and aims. Make sure 
you explicitly put forward this argument.

   2012    2013    2014    2015



How you analyse data may distinguish your 
work as substantially original

It is normally not mandatory to collect original 
data if you conceptualise your analysis of 
existing data in a sophisticated and original way.

For example, many doctoral scholars have 
analysed the Dead Sea scrolls differently. A 
socio-linguistics approach to an analysis of this 
primary evidence may offer a different 
interpretation to a literal text analysis.

   2012    2013    2014    2015



Thesis structure

The logical order and 

structures of your thesis may 

distinguish it as original.

Directly inform the reader how 

the sub-structures of your 

discussion may advance 

knowledge in your field.

Introduction chapters

Data analysis
chapters

Conclusion and 
Bibliography



Publish each chapter as a journal article 
throughout your candidature

In most cases, your your data analysis chapters may be published as stand alone works if 
you are careful how you introduce your objective and analyse data. For most doctoral 
theses in the Arts disciplines, each chapter represents a micro-issue (or problem) of a 
broader social issue. These micro issues are worthy of separate analysis in their own right.

Most scholarly publishers will only publish academic work if it explicitly makes a claim to be 
advancing the field. It is normally acceptable for the advancement to be small for shorter 
publications such as a journal article.

If you have published parts of your doctoral research, you have a stronger case to argue 
that your work advances the field. Your peer-reviewers and publisher are your supporters. 
Annex these publications as evidence to your thesis that you submit for examination.
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Further reading, open-access (yes, free!)

Dunleavy, P. (2003). Authoring a PhD: How to plan, draft, write and finish a doctoral thesis or 
dissertation, New York, USA: Palgrave Macmillan.
<http://www.academia.edu/download/35311756/Authoring_a_PhD_Thesis_How_to_Plan_Draft_
Write_and_Finish_a_Doctoral_Dissertation__2003_1.pdf>. Accessed 7 July 2016.
This is a 312 page book. I suggest you access this before it disappears from open-access.

Kiley, M. (2009). Rethinking the Australian doctoral examination process. Australian Universities' 
Review, 51(2), 32-41.
<http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ864031.pdf>. Accessed 7 July 2016.

Holbrook, A., et al. (2004), An investigation of inconsistencies in PhD examination decisions. In 
Proceedings of the Australian Association for Research in Education Conference, University of 
Melbourne.
<http://www.studentservices.uwa.edu.au/__data/page/65297/Its_a_PhD_not_a_Nobel_Prize.pdf
>. Accessed 7 July 2016.

http://www.academia.edu/download/35311756/Authoring_a_PhD_Thesis_How_to_Plan_Draft_Write_and_Finish_a_Doctoral_Dissertation__2003_1.pdf
http://www.academia.edu/download/35311756/Authoring_a_PhD_Thesis_How_to_Plan_Draft_Write_and_Finish_a_Doctoral_Dissertation__2003_1.pdf
http://www.academia.edu/download/35311756/Authoring_a_PhD_Thesis_How_to_Plan_Draft_Write_and_Finish_a_Doctoral_Dissertation__2003_1.pdf
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ864031.pdf
http://www.studentservices.uwa.edu.au/__data/page/65297/Its_a_PhD_not_a_Nobel_Prize.pdf
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